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Excel merge two spreadsheets
The consolidate function in ExcelExcel DefinitionExcel definition: software program by Microsoft that uses spreadsheets to organize numbers and data with formulas and functions. Excel analysis is ubiquitous around the world and used by businesses of all sizes to perform financial analysis. allows an analyst to combine information from multiple workbooks
into one place. The Excel consolidate function lets you select data from its various locations and creates a table to summarize the information for you.How to consolidate data in ExcelWe’ve created a step-by-step guide to help you create your own consolidation by combining similarly organized data across multiple worksheets and workbooks.The
screenshots below will help you see an example of how to use the Excel consolidate function:Step 1: Open all files (workbooks) that contain the data you want to consolidate.Step 2: Ensure the data is organized in the same way (see example below).Step 3: On the Data ribbons, select Data Tools and then Consolidate.Step 4: Select the method of
consolidation (in our example, it’s Sum).Step 5: Select the data, including the labels, and click AddStep 6: Repeat step 5 for each worksheet or workbook that contains the data you need includedStep 7: Check boxes “top row”, “left column”, and “create links to data source” (note you don’t have to tick these boxes if you don’t want labels or don’t want live
links) and click the OK button.Why use the data consolidation function?There are many reasons a financial analyst may want to use the Excel consolidate function. One example would be combining budgets from various departments into one company-wide budget. This may be common for an analyst or manager working in financial planning and
analysisFP&A AnalystBecome an FP&A Analyst at a corporation. We outline the salary, skills, personality, and training you need for FP&A jobs and a successful finance career. FP&A analysts, managers, and directors are responsible for providing executives with the analysis and information they need (FP&A) or other accounting functions.What if the data
sources have different items?The Excel consolidate function will still work if there are different labels in the left column. The key is to use labels carefully and ensure they are the same in each table (e.g., if you have a spelling mistake or slightly different version of the label, it will treat them as separate).More Excel trainingThank you for reading CFI’s guide to
the Excel consolidate function. Check out our free Excel crash course to learn more tips, tricks, and best practices in Excel. We’ve also developed a large library of other resources any financial analyst will find useful for their financial modeling skills, including:Advanced Excel CourseIf with And in ExcelIF Statement Between Two NumbersDownload this free
template for an IF statement between two numbers in Excel. In this tutorial, we show you step-by-step how to calculate IF with AND statement.Index Match in ExcelIndex Match FormulaCombining INDEX and MATCH functions is a more powerful lookup formula than VLOOKUP. Learn how to use INDEX MATCH in this Excel tutorial.Excel formulas listExcel
Formulas Cheat SheetCFI's Excel formulas cheat sheet will give you all the most important formulas to perform financial analysis and modeling in Excel spreadsheets. If you want to become a master of Excel financial analysis and an expert on building financial models then you've come to the right place. 55e87f1b166282983499812c
55e0787fbae0135431cfdd0a /en/excel2010/using-whatif-analysis/content/ Merging copies of a shared workbook Turning on the Track Changes feature automatically shares your workbook. When multiple users collaborate on the same shared workbook, you can use the Compare and Merge Workbooks command to view all of their changes at once and
address them by accepting or rejecting them. Each person you collaborate with must save a copy of the shared workbook using a unique file name that differs from the original. For example, if the original file name is Agenda, your collaborators could use the files names Agenda—Ana's Changes or David Agenda Feedback. You can only merge copies of the
same shared workbook. All of the copies you plan to merge should be located in the same folder. To add the Compare and Merge Workbooks command: The Compare and Merge Workbooks command is not available on the Review tab but can be added to the Quick Access toolbar. Start here if you have not already added the command. Click the File
tab.Choose Options.The Excel Options dialog box will appear. Select Quick Access toolbar.Selecting the Quick Access toolbarUnder Choose commands from, click the drop-down menu and select All Commands.Find and select the Compare and Merge Workbooks command.Click Add to add it to the Quick Access toolbar.Adding the Compare and Merge
Workbooks commandClick OK.The Compare and Merge Workbooks command will be added to the Quick Access toolbar. To compare and merge workbooks: Open a copy of the shared workbook.Click the Compare and Merge Workbooks command on the Quick Access toolbar.Compare and Merge Workbooks commandIf prompted, allow Excel to save your
workbook.The Select Files to Merge into Current Workbook dialog box will appear.Select another copy of the same shared workbook you want to merge. To select multiple copies, hold CTRL or SHIFT on your keyboard while clicking the file names.Selecting files to merge into the current workbookClick OK.The changes from each copy of the shared
workbook will be merged into a single copy. All changes and comments can now be addressed at the same time.Worksheet after merging changes Each color represents changes from a different user, so you can tell at a glance who made the change. Continue /en/excel2010/what-are-reference-styles/content/ If you ask people who work with data, you will
get to know that combining Excel files or merging workbooks is a part of their daily work.A simple an example: Let’s say you want to create a sales report and you have data of four different zones in four different files.The very first thing you need to do is to combine those files in one single workbook and only then you can create your report further.The point
is: You have to have a method which you can use for merging these files. Say “YES” in the comment section if you want to know the best method for this.Today in this post, I’m going to share with you the best way to merge data from multiple Excel files into a SINGLE workbook.This post will teach you something you need to learn to use in the real world data
problem so make sure to read the entire post.Power Query is the best way to merge or combine data from multiple Excel files in a single file. You need to store all the files in a single folder and then use that folder to load data from those files into the power query editor. It also allows you to transform that data along with combining.It works something like
this:Saving All the Files into a Single FolderCombining them using Power QueryMerging Data into a Single TableMake sure to download these sample file from here to follow along and check out this tutorial to learn power query.Note: For combining data from different Excel files, your data should be structured in the same way. That means the number of
columns and their order should be the same.To merge files, you can use the following steps: First of all, extract all the files from the sample folder and save that folder at the desktop (or wherever you want to save it). Now, the next thing is to open a new Excel workbook and open “POWER Query”. For this, go to Data Tab ➜ Get & Transform Data ➜ Get Data
➜ From File ➜ From Folder. Here you need to locate the folder where you have files. In the end, click OK, and once you click OK, you’ll get a window listing all the file from the folder, just like below. Now, you need to combine data from these files and for this click on “Combine & Edit”. From here, the next thing is to select the table in which you have data in
all the workbooks and yes, you’ll get a preview of this at the side of the window. Once you select the table, click OK. At this point, you have merged data from all the files into your power query editor and, if you look closely you can see a new column with the name of the workbooks from which data is extracted. So, right-click on the column header and select
“Replace Values”. Here in the “Value to Replace” enter the text “.xlsx” and leave “Replace With” blank (here idea is to remove the file extension from the name of the workbook). After that, double click on the header and select “Rename” to enter a name for the column i.e. Zone . At this point, your merged data is ready and all you need is to load it into your
new workbook. So, go to the Home Tab and click on the “Close & Load”. Now you have your combined data (from all the workbooks) into a single workbook.This is the moment of JOY, write “Joy” in the comment section if you love to use “Power Query for combining data from multiple files”.In the above steps, we have used the table name to combine data
from all the files and add all of it into a single workbook. But not all time you will have the same table name in all the Excel files and at that point, you can use the worksheet name as a key to summarizing all that data.As I said, you can use a worksheet name to combine data with the power query but there are few more things which I want to share with you
and you need to take care of those. Power Query is case sensitive, so when combining files make sure to have the name of worksheets in all the workbooks in the same letters.The next thing is, to have the same name for the column headers, but here the kicker: The order of the columns doesn’t matter. If column1 in the north.xlsx is column2 in the west.xlsx,
Power Query will match it, but you have to have column names the same.So now, while combining files using power query you can use the worksheet name instead of the table name, and here you have "SalesData" as the worksheet name in all the files.You select it and click on the "Combine & Edit" and follow all the steps which I have mentioned in the
above method.Yes, I’m a huge fan of Power Query and you’ll be if you get to know this:Once you create a query which combines data from multiple workbooks into one, you don’t need to do it again and again.If you add new files to that your folder, you just need to refresh the table,or, use the refresh button.And the power query will update your table and
you’ll get all the data into the table from all the workbook you have in that folder.If combine files manually or even by any other method then it takes time for you to copy-paste data into a single table.But power query does it in the background and you don't need to spend a second extra.…that in some situations, you won’t have the same name for worksheets
and not all the data in tables all the time.Now, what you should be doing in that case?…in this case, you must know how you can combine data from all the files and I don’t want to miss to share with this thing with you....so without any further ado, let's get started.First of all, open the “From Folder” dialog box to locate the folder where you have all the
files.Now in this dialog box, locate the folder and click OK.After that, click on the “Edit” to edit the table.At this point, you will have a table like below in your power query editor.Next, select the first two columns of the table and click on the “Remove Other Columns” from the right-click menu.From here, we need to add a custom column to fetch data from the
worksheets of the workbooks.For this, go to Add Column Tab and click on the “Custom Column” button. This will open the “Custom Column” dialog box.In the dialog box, enter =Excel.Workbook([Content]) and click OK.…at this time you have a new column in the table but next, you need to extract data from it.Now, open the filter from that newly added
custom column and click OK to expand all the data into the table.Here you have the newly expanded table with some new columns.Now from this new table, delete all the columns except third and fourth.So, open the filter for the column “Custom.Data” to expand it and click OK.The moment you click OK, you’ll get all the data from all the files into a single
table……you need to make some changes into it to make it PERFECT.If you notice, all the heading of the column are into data itself......so you need to add the column headings.To do this, you need to double click on the header and add a name, or you can right click and select rename it.The next you need to exclude the headings which you have in the data
table.Now open any column’s filter option and unselect the heading name which you have in the column data and click OK after that.Now our data is ready to load into the worksheet, so, go to the Home Tab and click on the close and load.Congratulations! you have just combined data from the different workbooks (with different worksheets name and without
any table).At this point, you have merged the data into one table.But there’s one thing you need to do……and that’s applying some formatting to it and making sure that it won’t go away when you update your data.Here’s what you need to do…First of all, select the column where you have dates (as it is formatted as number right now) and format it as
dates.After that, make all the columns wide as per the data you have in them.Here you can also format amount and price as “Currency”. But the next thing is to make this formatting fix.For this, go to “Design Tab”, and open properties.Untick “Adjust Column” width and tick mark “Preserve Cell Formatting”.Yes, that’s it.Now you have a query in your workbook
which can combine data from multiple files......and merge it into a single workbook......even if the worksheet name is not the same or if you don’t have tables.And yes, you have also made the formatting fix. ?As I said, POWER QUERY is real and if you frequently use to combine data from multiple files then you must use this method……as it’s a ONE-TIME
setup.The most important thing is you when you use power query you can even clean the data from those files as well.I hope this tutorial will help you to Get Better at Excel. But now, you need to tell me one thing.Which method do you use to combine data from multiple files?Make sure to share your views with me in the comment section, I'd love to hear from
you. And please, don’t forget to share this post with your friends, I am sure they will appreciate it.You must Read these Next Puneet is using Excel since his college days. He helped thousands of people to understand the power of the spreadsheets and learn Microsoft Excel. You can ﬁnd him online, tweeting about Excel, on a running track, or sometimes
hiking up a mountain.
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